A WIDELY accepted explanation of complementary (negative)2 after-images is based on the assumption that photopigment bleaching, in one way or another, alters the sensitivity of the mechanisms underlying color perception with the result that a white stimulus (under neutral adaptation) takes on a complementary hue. The purpose of the present study was to test this assumption by comparing the complementary after-images resulting from two different sequences of adapting stimulation, equated for bleaching effects but totally disparate in color appearance.
METHOD
The two opposite cycles of C and W phases were produced simultaneously by rotating a sectored disc (D) (Fig. la) just in front of a piece of translucent plexiglass (S) onto which light from a 500-W slide projector (P) was back-projected (Fig. lc) . The two color channels were defined by the outer and inner trans-1 Present address: Smith-Kettlewell Institute of Visual Sciences, 2232 Webster St., San Francisco* Calif. 94115.
1 The term "negative after-image" is often reserved for after-images, the brightness relations of which are reversed with respect to the adapting color. A "complementary after-image" is one, the hue of which is roughly complementary (as defined by additive color mixture) to the adapting color. Because they are obtained under similar conditions, the two are generally given the same theoretical treatment, as will be done here.
the sector of white paper one or two layas thick, depending on the luminance desired. Clockwise rotation of the disc produced the sequence D. W, C in the &Id detined by the outer annulus and D. C, W in the tield defined by the inner annulus. A maakiog partition (M) limited the subject's i?eld of view to a small part of the rotating disc ( Fig. 1 b) . Subjects saw two Bickering colored ra%an&s (with sJightly curved sida as d&ted by the cut-out sectors) against a f&&ring white surround. With ciockwii rotation. the right-hand rccUn& (outer annulus) appeared C and the left-hand one (inner anmdus) appeated c. These colors were reversed by counterclockwise rotation. Viewing was done binocularly with undiiated natural pupils at a distance of 23 cm. As a control (which later proved, unnecessary) for unwanted differences between the inner and outer sequences of the disc, half of the subjects (for each color C) were presented with clockwise rotation of the disc (C on the right; C on the left); and half, counter-clockwise. rotation @left; C-right). They fixated binocularly on a small dot positioned betwan the two rectangles. They viewed the adapting stimulus configuration for 3 min (2 min for C = red), after which a swing shutter was dropped in front of the window.
This also served as the postadapting field; it was light gray and under the fluorescent illumination had a luminance of 9 ft-L (250 td). Subjects were instructed beforehand to report any colored afterimage that appeared immediately after the shutter was dropped. They then alternately opened and closed their eyes {l cycle every 4 SW) to enhance and prolong whatever after-image was present, being interrogated on its appearance every 15 set during the 120 set reporting interval. To avoid biasing their reports, the experimenter was careful not to suggest any specific possibilities for the appearance of the after-image. Subjects were instructed to avoid any eye movements while their eyes were open since eye movements tended to dissipate the after-image. Subjects reported where the different parts of the after-image were with respect to their fixation point.
A total of 70 subjects, primarily University of Michigan under~aduat~ booth male and female, were paid for their participation in the experiment. Each subject served in only one condition (red, green, or blue disc).
All had been screened for normal color vision (A 0 S Pseudo&chromatic plates under standard artificial daylight illumination), and none had any knowledge of the purpose of the experiment.
RESULTS
There are several adaptation theories, one of which is the bleaching hypothesis, that predict identical after-images to the two adapting sequences throughout the post-adapting interval. Not one of the 48 subjects who reported seeing an after-image confirmed this expectation. An equally important finding is that for many subjects, particularly in the red and green conditions, the rectangular after-image perceived was roughly complementary to the hue of the rectangle perceived during adaptation. Thus the subject who adapted to red : left, bluegreen : right would see the after-images faint green : left, pink : right. Subjects who saw both after-images in their proper positions at some time in the post-adapting interval are listed under the Both column in Table 2 . Some subjects saw an after-image of only one of the two sequences (D, C, W or D, W, C) and are listed under the columns A-I (after-image) of C or A-I of c. A sizable number of subjects saw no after-image at all and 3 subjects (in the red condition) gave reports that are difficult to classify. All three observed blue-green on both the left and the right, seemingly in support of the bleaching hypothesis. However, none of them reported anything approaching two identical blue-green rectangles at all times of the reporting period. There were indications that these subjects, one of whom also reported a red after-image, were permitting eye-movements and were reporting after-image position with respect to an external referent, rather than the fixation point.
It will be observed that reports of after-images were most frequent in the red disc condition. It is in this condition also that after-images were observed for the longest period. For most of those subjects who saw both after-images, it is interesting that the development and decay of the red and blue-green after-images followed different time courses. It was commonly reported that the blue-green appeared before the red and also faded more quickly. Few subjects observed an after-image immediately after the shutter was dropped. Many of the subjects reported seeing after-images (especially the red one produced by the Bidweil blue-green adapting color) after 90 set; a few reported one or both after-images at the end of the 120 set interval.
In both the green and blue disc conditions, ~ter-images were less frequently observed and rarely perceived beyond the first 60 sec. As in the red condition, after-images generally were not seen until 10 set or so after the shutter was dropped.
AIthough the after-images perceived were always roughly complementary to the hue of the adapting rectangle in both the red disc and green disc conditions, such was not the case for blue. In fact, the reason for including the blue disc in the experiment was that in preliminary work, the experimenter observed a red-range after-image to the blue adapting rectangle (D, W, Blue sequence) and a light green after-image to the Bidweil yeiiow~ran~ rectangle (D, Blue, W sequence). The color names reported by the naive observers who saw an after-image of some sort in the blue disc condition are shown in Table 3 . About twothirds saw the more expected compiementa~ after-images with the rest seeing colors more like those observed by the experimenter. Two further obacrvations made by the experimenter are of some interest. The first is that the Bidweii color is not perceived when the C and W phases are presented in proper sequence to separate eyes, suggesting that it is a consequence of unilateral interactions. The second observation is that adaptation of one eye to the red disc configuration, for example, leads to after-images (pink and blue-green) for only that eye ; in other words, adaptation does not transfer interocularly.
DISCUSSION
The essence of the bleaching hypothesis is that the bleach photoproducts in each of the three classes of cones codetermine the state of chromatic adaptation. Regardless of the precise mechanism by which the state of adaptation is controlled, it is clear that the states of adaptation corresponding to two stimulating sequences should be identical if the threedimensional bleaching vectors (indicating the proportions of unbleached photopigment for each of the three cone types) are equivalent. Since the condition of bleaching equivalence is fulfilled here without the concomitant equivalence of after-images, the bleaching hypothesis may be rejected as inadequate. This does not mean that bleaching plays no role in determining the state of adaptation at these low bleaching levels (approximately 5 per cent), but merely that it is not the sole determinant. By necessity there is some other activity in the visual system, presumably neural, that is contributing to the determination of the adaptation state.
A similar but not so rigorously maintained argument can be made against the hypothesis that the vector representing the time-averaged activities of the three receptors determines the state of adaptation. Under the assumptions that each cone response is a function only of its quantum-catch rate and that time-averaging of the cone response (by the mechanism which determines the adaptation state) is done over an interval of at least 230 msec (the duration of 1 cycle), one predicts after-image equivalence for the two adapting sequences. Since equivalence is not obtained, this hypothesis is rejected provided that the two assumptions are valid. The averaging assumption is supported by the observation that chromatic adaptation proceeds very slowly; no perceptible after-image is obtained with adapting intervals of less than 30 sec. The assumption about the cone response has no direct support but it is difficult to imagine how failure of the assumption would favour one sequence over the other so as to produce mutually complementary after-images
The finding that the after-images to the two complementary adapting rectangles are themselves mutually complementary is suggestive of the kind of theory required for negative after-images. Tentatively it seems that adapting sequences that appear different have different adaptive effects. Moreover, in the red and green disc conditions, a flickering Bidwell color has the same qualitative adapting effect as does flickering light of that hue. That the after-image is complementary to the adapting color for these conditions is reminiscent of opponent-process theories of color coding, such as that of HURVICH and JAMESIN (1957; JAMESON and HURVICH, 1956) , where activity in one process increases the relative sensitivity of the opposing process.
An adequate account of these data must also explain several qualitative facts that distinguish the after-images observed in this study from those observed following steady low-intensity adaptation. The first concerns the temporal course of after-image development and decay, particularly in the red disc condition. Not only was there some lag before. the after-images appeared but the two adjacent after-images often followed different time courses. The second fact is that several subjects reported red and green after-images in the blue disc condition, rather than the anticipated yellow and blue.
Despite the evidence here against bleaching and receptor adaptation, there is other evidence that, at least under some conditions, one or both do underlie after-images. CRAIK (1940) demonstrated that both positive and negative after-images were observed following adaptation to a 60 W bulb in spite of the fact that the eye was pressure-blinded during the 2-min adapting period. Craik concluded that this was proof of a photochemical basis of negative after-images but BROWN and MURAKAMI (1968) have shown that both the horizontal cells and receptors survive pressure-clamping of the retina thus making peripheral neural adaptation a possibility.
Less equivocal evidence for bleaching was adduced by BRINDLEY (1959) . He found that for an interval of up to 2 set, two light flashes equated for total energy (8 x 10' cd sec/m2) but with the energy distributed differently over the interval, gave rise to after-images (positive and negative) that were indistinguishable after the first 15 set of the post-adapting period. This was true even though the two adapting stimuli had very dissimilar appearances.
In attempting to reconcile these findings with the present ones, it is assumed that both bleaching and neural adaptation underlie complementary after-images and that various experimental conditions favor one or the other form of adaptation.
The experiment by Craik is qualitatively different from Brindley's and the present one in that most of the cone photopigments must have been bleached away. In this case it is reasonable that bleaching was responsible for the after-images. Of more interest to those in color vision is the question of what kind of chromatic adaptation is involved over the normal range of retinal illumination (lO-10,000 td) where bleaching is rather small. Although the bleaching level in the present experiment assuming the steady state equations are valid (RUSHTON and HENRY, 1968) is as high as 15 per cent in the red-disc condition (8 per cent green; 3 per cent blue), the differential bleaching of one pigment by the chromatic flash is at most 5 per cent in the green disc condition (3 per cent red; 3 per cent blue). From the results obtained, it is clear that neural adaptation predominates over bleaching under these conditions, It is possible, however, that the different time courses for the two adjacent afterimages reflect second-order bleaching adaptation.
Brindley obtained his results on the reciprocity of time and intensity with a stimulus energy of 8 x lo4 cd sec/mz but because of insufficient information (size of the source image in the pupil plane) the retinal illuminance and bleaching values are not available. Even a uniformly illuminated pupil of 2 mm would give a 6 per cent bleach so it is likely that bleaching was appreciable. However, the critical difference between that experiment and the present one is the duration of the adapting period. If one makes the reasonable assumption that at high intensities (over IO5 td) neural adaptation is slow in comparison to bleaching, one can understand how the differential neural activity in a 2-set adapting period may not be sufficient to produce any appreciable difference in neural adaptation; for adapting periods longer than 2 set, the now appreciable difference in neural adaptation is enough to cause a nonequivalence of the after-images, of which the major source of adaptation is bleaching. This suggestion has some merit, for it explains why Brindley's critical duration estimate of 2 set is far short of lOsec, a period forwhich Rushton (RUSHTON, 1958; RUSHTON and HENRY, 1968) has found through densitometry that time-intensity reciprocity obtains for bleaching.
The conclusion that over the range of low to moderate adapting intensities the process of chromatic adaptation is a neural one makes intelligible the invariance of metameric matches over the same range (BRINDLEY, 1970) . If metamerism is determined at the level of photopigment absorption, but the process underlying the change in color appearance of a test stimulus following adaptation is strictly neural, then color matches cannot be upset. The breakdown of metameric matches following high-intensity adaptation (BRINDLEY, 1970) is another matter; the adaptation process involved clearly operates at a level at least as distal as photopigment absorption of light quanta.
The unequivocal demonstration of a neural basis for the complementary after-images observed here is not too surprising in light of a number of recent studies showing that complementary colored after-effects to stationary and moving patterned arrays clearly depend upon some form of neural adaptation, possibly cortical (MCCOLLOUGH, 1965; HEPLER, 1968; STROMEYER, 1969; S-~ROMEYER and MANSFIELD, 1970) . Although these aftereffects differ in several ways (saturation, persistence, and, in some cases, interocular transfer) from the complementary after-images observed here and in typical steady adaptation, it is interesting that after-effects to blue and yellow-orange adapting patterns tend to be red and green, rather than the expected orange and blue (STROMEYER, 1969).
SUMMARY
Previously, it was known that brief-duration lights, which bleach appreciable photopigment, produce after-images that depend only on the bleaching and not on the visual appearance of the lights. This study demonstrates that under opposite conditions--longduration light stimulation with little bleaching-after-images are correlated with visual appearance and are quite independent of bleaching. Such after-images, which exhibit no interocular transfer, must be produced by a process of slow neural adaptation that is controlled chiefly by a correlate of color appearance.
